
Jabra Elite 75t 
What are
people asking?

FAQ



  Jabra Elite 75t. 
What is it?  

Jabra Elite 75t has a fit like no other; a compact new design, 
built for comfort and backed up with a lot of research. And 
we mean A LOT of research, including thousands of ear 
scans and meticulous user testing. True wireless earbuds 
that fit like a dream, whilst still maintaining the great calls 
and music quality that Jabra is known for.

Great calls. Great Music. Fits like no other.

  Vital statistics:  • Style – true wireless
• Battery life – 7.5 hours (28 hours with charging case)
• Durability – IP55-rated with a 2-year warranty against

dust and water
• Sound – Excellent speaker quality, with a customizable

equalizer
• Call quality – 4-microphone call technology filters

wind noise
• Bluetooth version – Bluetooth 5.0

 So, what's true 
wireless again? 

True wireless is the fastest growing headphone wearing 
style, and it simply means that the headphones have no 
wires at all, either between the earbuds, or from the 
earbuds to your device.

Why is it good?
Listening to music, whether at home or on the go, is a 
much more seamless experience when you’re not 
constantly getting caught up in the wire from your 
headphones.

 Comfort. How is   
it better?

For a start, we’ve made the earbuds smaller; much 
smaller. But size isn’t everything… 

Here's how we created the perfect earbud shape:

a. We developed a simulation model based on                     
thousands of ear scans and meticulous research

b. We used this model to identify the key areas within 
the ear that would benefit from improved comfort      
and fit

c. We used this information to develop the optimal 3D 
shape and size

d. We created an earbud design which now fits more 
people, and is both comfortable and secure
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OK. Let's talk 
battery.

The Jabra Elite 75t has a long battery life and is fast 
charging enabled, so you can keep great sound where it 
should be – in your ears.

• Earbuds – up to 7.5 hours

• Charging case – Up to 28 hours total

• Fast charging – 15 minutes of charging gives you 

60 mins of battery

• Full charge – 2 hours 20 minutes

  Tell me more 
about the call 
quality...

The Elite 75t builds on the best calls and music    
experience of the Jabra Elite 65t, with our latest signal 
processing algorithms. 

The earbuds have 4 wind-protected microphones –          
two in each earbud – which filter out unwanted   
background noise, ensuring that your conversations    
sound crystal clear, wherever you are.

There’s an app, too. 
What does it do?

The Jabra Sound+ App is the perfect companion for   
your Elite 75t, with many extra features that are only 
available in the app:

• Choose your voice assistant

• Customize your music using the customizable 

equalizer

• Adjust your call settings

• Track remaining battery life

• Update firmware

• Enable HearThrough and choose how much

nearby noise you want to hear

Wait, what’s 
HearThrough?

HearThrough is a feature which allows you to hear what’s 
going on around you, without having to take out your 
earbuds or pause your audio. It works by using the built-in 
microphones to pick up the sounds around you and play 
them through your earbuds. 

You can adjust the level of surrounding sound you want to 
hear from within the Jabra Sound+ App.
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Can I use Elite 75t 
with my voice 
assistant?

The Elite 75t lets you connect to the following  
voice assistants:

• Alexa
• Siri®

• Google AssistantTM

Can I use one 
earbud at a time?

Yes. You can use the right earbud alone for both music   
and calls – you’ll need to use your smartphone to handle 
track and volume controls.

If you remove the left earbud while you’re listening to 
music, it will automatically pause. You can resume   
playback in the right ear by simply pressing the button     
on the earbud. To resume listening in both ears, put the   
left earbud back in within 60 seconds.

If you’re not a fan of the auto-pause function, this can be 
disabled through the Jabra Sound+ App, so removing the 
left earbud won't interrupt your listening.

  Mistakes happen. 
What if I lose an 
earbud?

We understand that things don’t always go to plan, so it’s 
possible to order an accessory pair of earbuds from the 
Jabra Accessories page on the Jabra website. You can use 
the same charging case, so it’s not necessary to order a 
new case as well.

What’s the wireless 
range?

You can move up to 10 meters, or 33 feet, away from   
your connected device, while connected. While they’re    
in use, the left and right earbuds can be up to 20 cm   
apart from each other.

What’s it  
compatible with?

The Elite 75t is compatible with all Bluetooth audio 
enabled phones and tablets, and the Jabra Sound+ App     
is compatible with iOS and Android devices.

Can I connect to 
multiple devices?

The Elite 75t can be connected to 2 devices at the same 
time. If you get a call, the connection to the second     
device will be temporarily paused until the call is over,       
to ensure the best possible call experience.
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*Registration required with the Jabra Sound+ app
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